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SHIRT COLOR
Navy Marble

INK COLORS
White
Light Blue
Dark Blue

CLIENT: Deer Creek NHS
GRAPHIC DIMENSIONS:
Design proof is mocked up on an adult large shirt. 

Maximum Vertical Size = 11x16
Maximum Horizontal Size = 15x11
Standard Left Front Logo = 3.5x3.5

All over prints can be printed for an additional cost.

WHITE

RUSSELL PURPLE LIME GREEN

Heather Raspberry, Heather Black

Warriors for Freedom 2017

NATIONAL RED

GRAPHIC DIMENSIONS

11”

Top of Design 2.5”-3”  from bottom of collar.

11”

16”

15”

INK COLORS

PLEASE
READ

CLIENT:

SHIRT COLOR

Please be sure to check design proofs for any misspellings or incorrect information.While we try to catch any of our mistakes there are 
some that slip through our fingers. Once a proof has been approved customer is fully responsible for artwork that has any typos or color 
errors. Customer then has 48 hours to inspect the products for any other errors to receive any kind of refund or reprint. Designs not 
printed after 30 days will be charged a $50 design fee. The $50 then can be applied as credit should the client choose to later run the job. 

* Ink color varies from manufacturer and brand. Custom inks can be ordered for an additional charge. Due to variation if color is critical please come by the shop 
  and we can show you what ink colors we have in stock to ensure the success of your project.

Design proof is mocked up on
an adult large shirt. 
   Maximum Vertical Size = 11x16
   Maximum Horizontal Size = 15x11
   Standard Left Front Logo = 3.5x3.5
All over prints  can be printed 
for an additional cost.
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* Ink color varies from manufacturer and brand. Custom inks can be ordered for an additional charge. Due to variation if color is critical please come by the shop 
  and we can show you what ink colors we have in stock to ensure the success of your project.
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